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22 July 2022 
 
Committee Secretariat 
Finance and Expenditure Select Committee 
Parliament Buildings 
WELLINGTON 
 
SUBMISSION ON WATER SERVICES ENTITIES BILL 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
The Local Government Business Forum welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to 
the Finance & Expenditure Select Committee on the Water Services Entities Bill. 
 
The Local Government Business Forum was established in 1994 to promote greater efficiency 
in local government and to contribute to debate on policy issues affecting it.    
 
The Forum’s members comprise national business organisations with vital interests in the 
activities of local government and central government policies and legislation influencing the 
role of local government, its funding and structure, and resource and environmental policies.  
 
As well as being significant representatives of ratepayers, Forum members are keen to 
advance community and ratepayer wellbeing through the advocacy of sound public policy.  
We believe that local government can best serve the interests of the community and 
ratepayers by focusing on the efficient and effective provision of public goods at a local level.  
 
We acknowledge any individual submissions made by Forum members. This submission is 
made by the Forum and does not necessarily represent the views of each and every one of 
its members. 
 
Recommendations 
The Local Government Business Forum recommends that the Water Services Entities Bill 
should not proceed. We recommend the Committee ask the Government to reconsider its 
approach and consider alternative options. 
 
In particular we recommend it consider whether the tougher regulation of water services and 
the use of revenue bonds for financing infrastructure investment could be successfully applied 
status quo or a different configuration of water services entities. 
 
The Problem with Three Waters 
The Forum agrees that there are significant problems with drinking water, wastewater, and 
stormwater infrastructure.  
 
We agree that some councils have done a very poor job in renewing and maintaining their 
three waters infrastructure. But as the Productivity Commission acknowledged in the final 
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report of its 2019 Inquiry into Local Government Funding and Financing “some councils have 
taken the tough decisions to improve their performance and they should be applauded for 
doing so”.1 
 
We note that drinking water regulations have been significantly strengthened and there is 
stronger oversight through the recent establishment of the water services regulator, Taumata 
Arowai. We agree that significant investment will be required to bring the infrastructure up to 
standard and that significant performance improvements are needed.  
 
We acknowledge that for a council at its debt limit, making up for deferred maintenance, or 
laying out new pipes to enable more apartments, townhouses, and subdivisions, can be 
difficult. If debt cannot exceed 280 percent of revenues (the current limit), and a council is at 
its limit, it cannot borrow more than 2.8 times the revenue that the infrastructure supports.  
 
What this means is that infrastructure that will last for decades has to pay itself off in only a 
few years through a combination of development contributions and new rates or user fees.  
We agree the result will be much higher water costs to consumers.  
 
This helps explain the rationale for very convoluted governance and ownership arrangements 
for Water Services Entities (WSEs). They seem designed to achieve balance sheet separation 
so the WSEs can issue debt that is not tied to the debt capacity of the underlying councils. 
 
A WSE clearly owned by council, or by a set of councils, would have a harder time issuing 
debt to fund new infrastructure if that debt were tied to council main balance sheets. If 
bondholders and ratings agencies expect that a council would use its main balance sheet to 
bail out its water service provider, that provider’s debt will count against council debt limits. 
 
The Problems with the Government’s Solutions 
Although we agree with the problems the Government is trying to solve there are significant 
problems with its ‘transformational’ approach. 
 
Firstly, we are concerned that the benefits of the changes may have been overstated and the 
costs understated. 
 
The Government’s analysis is based on work by the Water Industry Commission for Scotland. 
However, economic consultancy Castalia has critiqued the Scottish analysis and found a 
number of faults2. 
 
A key motivation for having four WSEs is a perceived need for each to have a minimum of 
800,000 connections in a continuous network. New Zealand’s geography, topography, and 
population dispersion makes this virtually impossible (at least not without massive cost), hence 
there being hundreds of discrete water networks currently. This will make it incredibly hard to 
get the needed efficiencies. 
 
Economies of scale, clarity of policy priority, robust water quality and environmental regulation, 
economic regulation, and excellence in management are all important for getting better 
outcomes. That is, it is not just about scale and a continuous network. 
 

 
1 https://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiries/local-government-funding-and-financing/final-report/  
2https://static1.squarespace.com/static/619fd53ba6dd3723818947ba/t/61fc50f1018f440f21143fa7/16439257
54761/Castalia+Report+to+C4LD+-+Alternative+Options+for+Water+Reform+Jan+2022.pdf  

https://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiries/local-government-funding-and-financing/final-report/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/619fd53ba6dd3723818947ba/t/61fc50f1018f440f21143fa7/1643925754761/Castalia+Report+to+C4LD+-+Alternative+Options+for+Water+Reform+Jan+2022.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/619fd53ba6dd3723818947ba/t/61fc50f1018f440f21143fa7/1643925754761/Castalia+Report+to+C4LD+-+Alternative+Options+for+Water+Reform+Jan+2022.pdf
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Meanwhile, the Regulatory Impact Assessment for Three Waters estimates a $1-2 billion cost 
just to establish and transition to the new regime3.  The cost of establishment and transition 
does not include ongoing costs from two-tier governance, more bureaucracy, more regulation, 
and policies and processes to follow internally and externally, such as liaising with a multitude 
of stakeholders. 
 
The four WSEs cover such large and diverse geographic areas they will be remote and distant.  
It will inevitably be harder for users of water services to hold WSEs to account compared to 
their councils. There is much concern about complicated layers of governance including 
appointees who are not accountable to the local authority owners or their voters. 
 
There are concerns about property rights. Timaru, Waimakariri and Whangarei District 
councils are asking the High Court to declare that councils own the water infrastructure assets 
for storm, rain and drinking water and have exclusive possession and control over, and the 
exclusive ability to prevent others from interfering with, these assets.  Consequently, they 
argue, councils have property rights that preclude government from rationalising water 
services into four entities. 
 
Mayors Nigel Bowen, Dan Gordon and Sheryl Mai said in a release that this “is expropriating 
council-owned property without conceding that it is a taking, and without fair compensation 
being paid to communities for their property.”4 
 
Another serious concern is that Three Waters reform combined with RMA reform would result 
in councils losing key roles and responsibilities, assets (but also in many cases liabilities), 
revenue, and staff capability.  The Government responded last year by launching a Review 
into the Future for Local Government, with the implication that councils will move from being 
service providers to community wellbeing agencies.. This is also causing concern especially 
in rural and provincial areas. 
 
Overall, the problems with the Government’s approach make it in our view very risky. 
 
Alternative Solutions 
The Government has dismissed alternatives as being too piecemeal and unlikely to address 
the problems with the status quo. 
 
We are not convinced and think there are better ways of enabling infrastructure renewal and 
expansion without complex and costly structural reform. 
 
This is to compliment stronger water quality standards and stronger regulatory oversight 
(already in place or being put in place) with a funding and financing tool that provides balance 
sheet separation without the wholesale upheaval of local government. This financing tool is 
revenue bonds. 
  
According to investment analysts Charles Schwab, only about a third of American investment-
grade municipal debt is financed through general obligation bonds of the sort that New 
Zealand councils use. The majority, about two-thirds, are revenue bonds5. 
 
A revenue bond is not backed by Council’s main balance sheet. Instead, the bond is paid off 
by revenues from the project that it finances – over an appropriate period. Those who benefit 
from an infrastructure project are the ones who ultimately cover its cost.  

 
3 https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme-2022/$file/regulatory-
impact-assessment-decision-on-the-reform-of-three-waters-service-delivery-arrangements.pdf  
4 https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Whats-new/News-and-notices/Three-Waters-High-Court-20220706  
5 https://www.schwab.com/learn/story/understanding-municipal-revenue-bonds  

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme-2022/$file/regulatory-impact-assessment-decision-on-the-reform-of-three-waters-service-delivery-arrangements.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme-2022/$file/regulatory-impact-assessment-decision-on-the-reform-of-three-waters-service-delivery-arrangements.pdf
https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Whats-new/News-and-notices/Three-Waters-High-Court-20220706
https://www.schwab.com/learn/story/understanding-municipal-revenue-bonds
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It is not just an American innovation. It is also how the Auckland Harbour Bridge was funded. 
A revenue bond raised the funds, financed by a toll on bridge users until the bond was paid 
off.  
 
This in our opinion sets a far better dynamic. There is more reason for ratepayers to oppose 
an infrastructure project from which they see no benefit if they bear the cost of it through their 
rates. If the cost instead is covered by those who benefit from it, there are fewer reasons to 
object.  
 
Revenue bonds also bring commercial discipline. The bonds are riskier than general obligation 
bonds because if the project fails, the bondholders wear the cost. If a large bondholder is 
looking to put up a lot of money for a large infrastructure project, that bondholder will be very 
diligent in assessing the risks. 
  
Riskier projects will require a higher interest rate. But that is hardly a detriment for the model. 
The higher interest rate itself tells us something important that we might not otherwise have 
found out: the project might be too risky to be worth it. Commercial discipline in assessing 
these risks can be valuable. 
 
So too can the monitoring services that a large bondholder can provide. If the revenue stream 
from an infrastructure project, over decades, depends on the infrastructure being appropriately 
maintained, bondholders will demand provisions in the bond ensuring that that maintenance 
is undertaken. It would be harder for councils to defer maintenance on water pipes, and 
shorten their effective lifespan, if bondholders are watching.  
 
Infrastructure funding and financing seems to be the real problem that the Government’s three 
waters programme is trying to solve. It isn’t water quality: Taumata Arowai is already set up 
for drinking water quality and it will be monitoring and enforcing regardless of whether the 
WSE reforms go ahead.  
 
We think it more likely the Government fears being stuck with the cost of bailing out 
irresponsible councils who prioritised flashy above-ground projects over basic infrastructure 
maintenance. It is also likely the Government sees the critical importance of water services in 
enabling the urban growth agenda. It is rare that electricity or telecom infrastructure prevents 
new apartment towers or new subdivisions from being built. Water is the holdup.  
 
The Government could set a simple piece of legislation enabling councils to issue revenue 
bonds with no recourse to council main balance sheets. The legislation would have to make it 
credible that there would never be a bailout of a revenue bond from a council main balance 
sheet. One way of achieving it would be to set hefty penalties on councils that bailed out a 
revenue bond: what economists sometimes call a ‘boiling-in-oil contract’. 
  
And the model would enable a lot more than just water. It could be used to fund other council 
facilities as well – so long as the infrastructure actually passes a commercial assessment.  
 
For example, if investors believed that a toll on a new Mount Victoria tunnel could pay off the 
cost of the tunnel over fifty years, Wellington City Council could issue a bond to dig the tunnel. 
And if investors declined to fund the project, because they couldn’t see any way that the tunnel 
could cover its costs, wouldn’t that information also be valuable? It could help councils avoid 
sinking money into white elephants. 
 
Councils could do this individually or they could voluntarily enter into shared services 
arrangements or WSEs with other councils. 
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One of the Forum’s member organisations, the New Zealand Initiative, will be doing more work 
on infrastructure funding and financing over the months ahead, looking at the history of 
revenue bonds in New Zealand and how they could again assist.  
 
They seem a lot simpler than what the government is trying to do with Water Services Entities, 
are more likely to be effective, will not penalise those councils that have been doing the right 
thing with their three waters infrastructure, and far less politically fractious.  
 
We commend this approach to the Select Committee. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Michael Barnett 
Chair, Local Government Business Forum 


